Corporate Case Study: Viva
Creative- AIPAC 2019

Executive Summary

The Magic Selfie Mirror photo booth can help
you create maximum brand exposure at your
event or product launch. Our Mirror coupled
with your brand is proven to increase online
brand presence with instant social sharing
utilizing customized hashtags. This is a Case
Study illustrating how...

Viva Creative were tasked with providing the
creative design work for the 2019 AIPAC Policy
Conference Village. Their job was to convert the
Walter E. Washington Convention Center into an
interactive village for seminar participants to
explore in between conference sessions. They
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needed an interactive experience
for multiple generations to explore
and chose The Magic Selfie Mirror
to achieve their goals.

Challenges
Viva Creative were tired of the
traditional photo booths and
vendor experiences they had in the
past. They wanted a unique
approach and customization as
well as interactivity was key. They
didn’t want guests to just step up
and get a photograph, they wanted
participants to have a fully
immersive experience. This
included total corporate branding
including custom booth wrapping
and on screen animations.
Viva also needed to collect data on
their customers. Specifically, they
wanted mirror participants to
either enter an email address or a
phone number and send their
completed photograph for posting
on social media. In addition, they
also needed photos posted to a
photo mosaic on an automatic
basis.
Finally, they wanted guests to pick
from a variety of backgrounds and
use a green screen experience to

replace the background. They needed a number
of different frames produced so each participant
could have a variety of different pictures
throughout the weekend.

How The Magic Selfie Mirror Helped
The Magic Selfie Mirror produced dynamic results
for the client. In total,. Two Mirror Booths were
used and over 2,000 guests had a high-end elite
Mirror experience.

Results, Return on Investment and
Future Plans
VIVA Creative were incredibly complimentary of
the Mirror Service. We provided the Business
Intelligence Data Assets for them immediately at
the conclusion of the show including GDPR
compliant email addresses and telephone
numbers.
Viva’s client was happy because they saw an
increase in social media activations through the
use of the #connectedforgood hashtag that was
branded on the mirror, included as part of the
animations and included in the email and text
message to clients.
Both companies indicated a desire to continue the
relationship for future events.
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